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Making work life better is our promise and 
our purpose, and today our dedication to 
doing so is stronger than ever . The world has 
fundamentally changed these past two years, 
and there is a much greater appreciation for the 
impact everyone—as individuals, communities, 
companies, and nations—can have based on the 
choices we all make . As we see it, organizations 
that choose to embrace their responsibility to 
the global community will succeed well into 
the future, and in ways that yield dividends far 
beyond the financial .

3. A LETTER FROM OUR CEOs 1/1

We are one of them.

In 2021, we sharpened our focus on 
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
issues by establishing key pillars and setting 
measurable goals within them to drive our impact 
over time . This approach supports long-term 
performance and value creation, allows us to more 
effectively mitigate risks and seize opportunities, 
and strengthens our ability to sustainably effect 
change . These are the five pillars guiding our 
efforts today and into the future:

Governance and trust

We safeguard the trust given to us by our 
partners, our customers, and their employees . 
That means upholding the highest standards 
of corporate governance and ethics, ensuring 
customer data is protected, and developing 
products that are reliable and effective .

Our people

A diverse, inclusive, and equitable organization is 
a strong one, which leads to greater innovation, 
creativity, and productivity . Persistent global 
challenges make it essential that our employees 
feel valued and safe .

Tech for good

By innovating responsibly, and ethically harnessing 
the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning, our products can lead to better outcomes 
for organizations and their employees, and help 
reinforce the bonds between them .

Our communities

Giving back to the communities where we live 
and work to help make life better for the people 
within them is central to Ceridian’s approach to 
philanthropy and volunteering .

Environment

Climate change poses a dire threat to the long-
term survival of humanity and the planet . The 
responsibility to act rests upon everyone, and 
requires meaningful action from us and many 
others in the private sector .

As a promise-driven, purpose-led global 
company, we believe in acting responsibly, 
operating sustainably, and contributing to the 
greater good . We are aware of the impact we 
can have, and draw strength from the collective, 
united character of our more than 7,500 global 
colleagues .

We invite you to read more about our ESG 
journey – and join us on it .

“Our approach to ESG 
reflects our commitment 
to progress and the 
united character of 
our colleagues.”

Leagh TurnerDavid Ossip

DAVID OSSIP

Chair and Co-CEO

LEAGH TURNER

Co-CEO
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“In 2021, we achieved 
two significant milestones: 
we exceeded $1 billion 
in total revenue and 5 
million active employees 
on the Dayforce platform, 
an increase of 21% year-
over-year.”

NOÉMIE HEULAND, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Business performance

Our performance

Our vision to be the always-on people platform 
for the global workforce, coupled with our 
customer-driven innovation, puts us directly at 
the center of two large trends: the new world of 
work and the transition to cloud-based solutions 
that enable organizations to change and adapt 
to it . Our relentless customer focus, product 
vision, scale, and geographic reach give us great 
confidence in our ability to take full advantage 
of market dynamics and deliver strong, 
profitable growth . As we continue to invest in 
Dayforce, our people, and our business, we 
know it all serves to strengthen the quantifiable 
value our customers have come to expect from 
us and to further our ability to deliver value .

Customers

Dayforce customers live

Joined S&P 500 and TSX30 Acquired Adam HCM, Ascender, 
DataFuzion assets, and Ideal in 2021

NYSE/TSX ListingCDAY

96.8%
total active global users on 
Dayforce and annual growth

Over

Revenue and financial data

Cloud recurring gross margin
72.3% (+110 bps)

Total revenue

$1.02B (+21.6%)

Dayforce recurring revenue and annual 
growth (excluding float)

$596.9M (+29%)

4. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE - 1/4

5,4341 5M (+21%)2
Annual cloud 
retention rate3 
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Leader in the 2021 Gartner® Magic 
Quadrant™ for Cloud HCM Suites for 
1,000+ Employee Enterprises

Innovation awards

Gartner Peer Insights Voice of the 
Customers' Choice Award and Leader 
for Critical Capabilities

TrustRadius “Most Loved” Award

CIPD People Management Awards: 
Best HR/L&D Supplier

Human Resources Director Asia
5 Star HR Software

Aite-Novarica Digital Wallet Impact 
Innovation Award—Dayforce Wallet

Leader in the Nucleus Research 
2021 Human Capital Management 
Value Matrix

American Payroll Association’s 
Showcase Standout Award for 
Emerging Software

4. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE - 3/4
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Australia

Mauritius

New Zealand

Canada
Germany

India 

China

Japan

Philippines

Thailand

Singapore

United Kingdom
Ireland 

United States

Mexico

Workforce

4. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE - 4/4

Total employees (as of 12/31/21) Globally North America APJ EMEA

7,462 4,477 1,846 1,139
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2021 highlights

Our people

Tech for good

0
material data breaches4 

50%
of board of directors are women or people of color

Completed our first 
materiality assessment

ESG disclosures aligned 
with SASB Standards

950
More than

customers have chosen 
Dayforce Wallet

$1.1 million in donations to families in need 

49%

Launched Dayforce 
Talent Intelligence

Named to  
the Bloomberg 
Gender-Equality 
Index (GEI)

47

Governance
and trust

Employee Net 
Promoter Score 
(eNPS)5 

Representation 
of women in our 
workforce6 

5. HIGHLIGHTS - 1/1

Completed first 
greenhouse 
gas inventory

Third-party assurance 
by Bureau Veritas

Our communities

Environment

https://www.sasb.org/
https://www.bvna.com/
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6. MATERIALITY - 1/4

Importance to business success
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Ceridian's 2021 Materiality Matrix

Employees/social

Trust/governance

Environment

H
ig

h

Sustainable procurement

Supplier diversity

Energy and climate

Digital divideUniversal 
human rights

Freedom of 
expression

Responsible 
innovation and 
product use

Relationships with 
law enforcement 
agencies

Tech for good

Emerging technology and ethics

Business continuity and resilience

Financial wellness

Data privacy and security

Ethical business practices

Future of work

Workforce development

Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion

Employee health, safety, 
and well-being

Water and waste
management

Materiality 

Materiality assessment

In 2021, Ceridian partnered with the nonprofit 
BSR to lead our first-ever third-party materiality 
assessment . We sought to understand the key 
material environmental, social, and governance 
issues that are most important to our business 
success and our key stakeholders . From the 
outset, it was imperative that a broad array of 
stakeholders was included to provide feedback 
and insight on this work and our direction 
as a company . For that reason, the team 
conducted stakeholder interviews and surveys 
with customers, investors, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), including Oxfam America 

Our goals Governance and trust Environment SASB index AppendixOur communitiesOur people Tech for good

Ceridian is a member of

and the World Benchmarking Alliance, dozens 
of senior leaders at Ceridian, and hundreds 
of our employees globally . In addition, BSR 
consulted a number of other sources in its 
assessment, including prominent reporting 
standards and frameworks such as the Value 
Reporting Foundation's SASB Standards, 
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), and the 
United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals . Following the completion of the project, 
Ceridian evaluated the results and built a new 
ESG strategic framework with five key pillars 
and ten priority topics .

https://www.bsr.org/en/
https://www.bsr.org/en/
https://www.oxfamamerica.org/
https://www.worldbenchmarkingalliance.org/
https://www.sasb.org/
https://www.sasb.org/
https://www.globalreporting.org/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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6. MATERIALITY - 2/4

Our pillars

2. Our people

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)

Employee wellness and engagement

Learning and leadership development

1. Governance and trust

Ethics and transparency

Data security and privacy

Business continuity and resilience

3. Tech for good

A new world of work

Responsible innovation and AI

4. Our communities

Ceridian Cares and volunteerism

5. Environment

Climate and energy
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Category: Employees/Social

Issue / Topic Definition

Employee health, safety, and well-being
Creating a physically and mentally healthy, safe, and secure 

working environment for all Ceridian employees

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

Having a global representation of all genders, races, 

ethnicities, national origins, ages, sexual orientations, 

etc ., in the workforce; ensuring the strategic distribution 

of resources so that employees of all backgrounds have 

comparable outcomes; and maintaining an environment 

where employees feel welcomed, respected, supported, 

and valued to participate . This also includes efforts to ensure 

equal opportunity, fair recruitment, and equal remuneration 

for employees, as well as ensuring the products and services 

are accessible to diverse customer needs and abilities . 

Workforce development 

Attract, engage, and retain global skilled talent by providing 

fair and equal opportunities for advancement across 

various socioeconomic backgrounds . Provide robust, equal 

opportunities for training, certifications, etc ., to enhance 

career development for all employees . This includes 

empowering employees to achieve financial wellness .

Digital divide 

Addressing the gap between people who do and do 

not have access to technology and technical training that 

can expand or provide access to greater economic and 

educational opportunities . 

Financial wellness 

Use of Ceridian’s products and services to help customers 

advance pathways to income stability and equitable 

employment; support access to better employment for 

marginalized communities .

Issue / Topic Definition

Freedom of expression 

Ensuring Ceridian protects the right of free expression of its users around 

the world according to international human rights standards, in keeping 

with the company’s commitment to supporting the free and open 

exchange of thoughts and ideas .

Universal human rights 

Ensuring Ceridian protects and respects universal human rights that 

are often expressed and guaranteed by law, in the forms of treaties, 

customary international law, general principles, and other sources of 

international law . Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, 

whatever their nationality, place of residence, sex, national or ethnic 

origin, color, religion, language, or any other status . These rights are all 

interrelated, interdependent, and indivisible .  

Future of work 

Helping employees and communities prepare for and adapt to the future 

of work, including job automation, artificial intelligence, the rise of the gig 

economy, and ongoing remote and hybrid work models that have been 

accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic . This includes addressing the 

social impacts of decreased in-person interaction, the differing impact of 

virtual work across gender and culture, and expectations of employees in 

a rapidly evolving global work environment . 

Tech for good 

Use of Ceridian products and services in a way that Makes Work Life 

Better™ and supports organizations that work to improve the lives of 

people worldwide, while avoiding potentially negative social impacts of 

its technology . This includes philanthropic efforts of “giving where we’re 

living” to promote vibrant communities through Ceridian Cares . 

Supplier diversity 
Sourcing from diverse suppliers ,e .g ., minority-owned, women-owned, 

small-business, etc .

6. MATERIALITY - 3/4

Our goals Governance and trust Environment SASB index AppendixOur communitiesOur people Tech for good
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Category: Trust/Governance

Issue / Topic Definition

Data privacy and security 

Customer, employee, and corporate data are being collected, 

analyzed, stored, shared, and transferred in a secure manner that 

upholds the right to privacy and protects against unwanted parties 

and unauthorized access, such as security threats and cyberattacks . 

Security best practices are integrated into the way Ceridian manages 

personnel data, development life cycles, and data encryption to 

ensure all infrastructure and processes are secure  .

Emerging technology and ethics

Ethical and human rights-respecting innovation, adoption of new 

technologies, and integration of new features over time, in particular 

with respect to artificial intelligence / machine learning, and 

discrimination and bias . 

Business continuity and resilience 
Mitigating risks related to disruption of business continuity, operations, 

or services due to weather events, natural disasters, technical failures, 

programming errors, or cyberattacks at data-hosting facilities . 

Ethical business practices

Ensuring the highest standards of corporate governance, ethics, 

and integrity wherever in the world Ceridian operates . This includes 

working against corruption, such as extortion, bribery, and price 

fixing, and fulfilling tax responsibilities to the local economies in which 

Ceridian operates . It also includes efforts to ensure the marketing and 

communication of products and services is honest, transparent, and fair .

Relationships with law 
enforcement agencies

This includes the management of requests for private or personal 

information from government or law enforcement agencies to 

determine their legitimacy and comply with local, regional, and 

national laws and standards, as well as international human rights 

standards . This includes issues of security resulting from product sales 

to multiple national government customers .

Category: Trust/Governance

Issue / Topic Definition

Responsible innovation and 
product use 

Designing, developing, deploying, selling, and managing Ceridian products 

and services in ways that are both ethical and respect human rights . This 

includes considering human rights issues in Ceridian’s product use policies 

and terms of service, undertaking customer due diligence and “Know Your 

Customer” acceptable / ethical practices, and providing reporting and 

remediation mechanisms for product misuse / abuse .

6. MATERIALITY - 4/4

Category: Environment

Issue / Topic Definition

Energy and climate 
Improving energy efficiency and using renewable energy sources to 

reduce GHG emissions in Ceridian operations, including buildings, data 

centers/colocation facilities, cloud service providers and employee travel .

Sustainable procurement 
Including social and environmental factors into purchasing decisions 

(e .g ., toxic emissions of furniture, conflict minerals, modern slavery, 

etc .) and rigorous data collection and monitoring .

Waste and water management 
Management of waste, recycling, compost, and water used for Ceridian’s 

various business operations, and their impacts on the local environment . 
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Stakeholder groups

As a large and fast-growing global organization, 
we have a wide array of stakeholder groups . 
These include:

Some examples of how feedback from them is 
regularly solicited include monthly conversations 
with our industry analysts, quarterly email 
surveys of our employees, and annual 
stockholder engagement meetings with our 20 
largest investors . Because transparency and 
accountability are so important to us, we are 
exploring the formation of a new stakeholder 
advisory panel this year that would inform 
our overall ESG strategy and would include 
representatives from some of the above groups .

7. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT - 1/1

Customers

Employees

Government agencies

Industry and financial analysts

NGOs

Partners

Stockholders

Stakeholder  
engagement

Our approach

At Ceridian, we define stakeholder engagement 
as our efforts to incorporate the opinions and 
perspectives of individuals and organizations 
that are impacted by our activities as a business 
into our overall corporate strategy . We believe 
that they deserve an opportunity to express 
their point of view, and it is our responsibility 
to ensure their voices are heard . Ultimately, 
learning from the unique insights and feedback 
of our stakeholders will make us a stronger, 
resilient business that can make a more positive 
difference for people, society, and the planet .
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8. OUR GOALS - 1/1

2021 2025 Goal

Governance         
and trust

Increase Dayforce's uptime to 99 .99% by 2025 99.97% 99.99%

Maintain zero material data breaches annually through 20257 0 0

Our people Achieve gender parity (50/50) in senior management roles globally by 20258 37.6% 50%

Increase underrepresented minority (URM) representation in management roles in the U .S . by 50% by 20259 11.9% 17.8%

Maintain our employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS) at or above 40 annually through 2025 47 40

Tech for good Increase the percentage of Dayforce customers using DEI Intelligence to 20% by 202510 20%

Our communities Increase the percentage of employees giving and volunteering to 50% by 2025 35% 50%

Environment
Reduce absolute Scope 1 and 2 emissions from Ceridian’s operations by 42% before 2030, 
compared to a 2019 baseline11 

5,613 mtCO2e 
(-38%)12 

7,097 mtCO2e 
(-21%)

Our goals

At Ceridian, we believe that transparency and 
accountability are essential to any company’s 
success . In that spirit, we developed a series of 
quantitative time-bound targets to propel our 
work on ESG issues and to give our stakeholders 
an opportunity to review and evaluate our 
performance over time . Informed by our 
materiality assessment and directly connected 
to our new ESG strategic framework, these eight 
goals reflect our determination as an innovative, 
dynamic, and forward-thinking business . We 
believe these goals are ambitious but realistic, 
and it is our intention to make steady progress 
toward achieving them over the next three years .
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“Ethics is the backbone of any successful 
organization. At Ceridian, there is no higher 
priority than having the right policies and 
practices in place to maintain a culture 
of ethics and to preserve the trust of our 
partners and customers.”

WILLIAM E. McDONALD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, GENERAL COUNSEL, AND 
CORPORATE SECRETARY 

9. GOVERNANCE - 1/4

Governance

Our approach 

Ceridian’s values are core to our culture, and 
the essence of our beliefs . They are the basis 
for success, the guiding standards for how we 
run both as teams and as a global organization 
– and they include always acting ethically . They 
provide a road map for delivering our brand 
promise . We call these values “Our Way .” 

Customer focus

We put the customer at the center of 
everything we do . We deliver quantifiable 
value through actionable insights .

Shared ambition

We win, learn, and grow together . We’re 
individually and collectively accountable 
and empowered .

Agility

We are a global enterprise company with the 
heart of a start-up that embraces innovation, 
doesn’t fear change, and values adaptability .

Equity

We are building a culture of diversity, 
inclusion, and belonging . We ensure all 
employees – of any race, ethnicity, age, 
gender, sexual orientation, identity or 
expression, religion, or ability status – can 
achieve their full potential .

Optimism

Optimism drives success . Preparation leads to 
knowledge, knowledge leads to confidence, 
and confidence leads to optimism .

Transparency

We are open, honest, and respectful .
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We aim to reflect these values in everything 
we do, including through the policies and 
procedures we adopt as a business . For 
example, the Ceridian Code of Conduct reflects 
these values and sets the standards for how 
Ceridian operates on a daily basis . We want to 
create a positive experience for our employees, 
customers, and partners, and abiding by the 
Ceridian Code of Conduct is integral to that . We 
are committed to acting ethically and conducting 
business in compliance with all applicable 
laws, and our ethics program addresses our 
responsibilities in the following way:

In addition to our Code of Conduct, we have 
policies, standards, and guidelines to ensure 
our employees and business partners conduct 
business ethically . A list of policies is included in 
the Appendix . 

Ceridian completed its regular review and update of its Anti-Corruption Policy that applies globally and 
reflects our commitment to always acting professionally, fairly, and with integrity in all of our business 
dealings . We have a zero-tolerance approach to bribery and corruption and require compliance with all 
anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws in all markets and jurisdictions in which we operate .

Our Board of Directors adopted an updated Corporate Delegation of Authority, and each of our subsidiary 
entities adopted regional Business Approval Matrices for each of our major geographic regions, ensuring 
that our internal controls over decision-making remain robust in the face of our rapid global expansion .

We reviewed and refreshed our Records Retention Policy as part of our commitment to managing our 
information to better enable us to improve processes and products . The policy was formally adopted 
earlier this year and helps us to run our business efficiently and effectively, while also ensuring we 
comply with all applicable laws and regulations .

We conducted an in-depth review of sanctions-related compliance activities and developed a formal 
written Sanctions Compliance Policy . This policy was adopted earlier this year in order to better ensure 
that we continue to comply with applicable economic and trade sanctions that prohibit dealings with 
certain countries, regions, and persons .

9. GOVERNANCE - 2/4

Our individual responsibility

Responsibilities to each other

Responsibilities to our customers and 
business partners

Responsibility to our communities

Responsibility to our stockholders

In 2021, we continued to review and refresh certain corporate policies in response to our expanding 
global business and evolving best practices . In the past year:
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9. GOVERNANCE - 3/4

“Transparency, accountability, and metrics 
are all essential to sound corporate 
governance. By developing a new strategic 
framework and setting measurable goals, 
Ceridian is taking a meaningful step forward 
on its ESG journey.”

DEBORAH FARRINGTON, CHAIR OF THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

Board of directors

Board composition

10
total members

59
average age 
of directors

4.2
years' average board tenure

of board committees are fully comprised of 
independent directors

100%
of board committees are 
chaired by women

25%

new directors over 
the past 5 years

6

50%
are women or people of color

80%
are independent
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Stockholder engagement

Stockholder engagement is a vital part of 
our oversight efforts and good corporate 
governance practices . Our Board continues to 
value stockholder input and makes an effort 
to incorporate the feedback received from 
stockholders directly into its decision-making . 

Following our 2021 Annual Meeting, in order 
to understand the executive compensation, 
corporate governance, and ESG concerns of our 
stockholders, we reached out to stockholders 
holding approximately 75% of the outstanding 
common stock of the company as of June 30, 
2021, to offer meetings with both the chair of 
our Compensation Committee and chair of 
our Corporate Governance and Nominating 
Committee . Ultimately, both committee chairs 
participated in 12 meetings with stockholders,  
holding approximately 57% of the outstanding 
common stock of the company as of June 30, 
2021 . In addition, the chair of our Corporate 
Governance and Nominating Committee and/
or management also separately met with 
stockholders holding approximately 21% of the 
outstanding common stock of the company as 
of June 30, 2021, to specifically discuss ESG-
related matters . 

ESG oversight

The Board’s Corporate Governance and 
Nominating Committee provides oversight of 
Ceridian’s policies and programs on issues 
of overall corporate governance, social 
responsibility, and environmental sustainability . 
It is committed to best-in-class governance, 
and it is highly engaged in ensuring that 
Ceridian creates long-term value for all of its 
stakeholders . On a quarterly basis, its members 
receive updates about the company’s ongoing 
ESG efforts and provide direct feedback and 
guidance to leadership about the path ahead .

Board committee structureAreas of expertise

Corporate finance

C-Suite or senior management leadership

Cybersecurity

Enterprise risk management

ESG

Financial literacy

Global business background

Human resources and talent management

Industry background

Mergers and acquisitions

Public company board service

Strategic transformation leadership

Technology or software experience

Acquisition and finance

Audit

Compensation

Corporate governance and nominating

9. GOVERNANCE - 4/4
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Trust 

Data security

Nothing is more important to Ceridian than the 
protection of our customers’ data, and 2021 
was a year of strong performance by our data 
security team . Under the leadership of our new 
chief information security officer, cybersecurity 
funding was increased to support a zero-trust 
security architecture to secure the enterprise 
and address the large and ever-growing number 
of attack vectors . In addition, we implemented a 
series of tiered redundancy measures to ensure 
that all threats are stopped and our customers' 
data remains safe and protected . Importantly, 
Ceridian’s defense in depth (DiD) posture was 
also strengthened in key areas:

We actively migrated our infrastructure and 
application platforms to modern cloud technology 
in order to enhance our micro-segmentation and 
zero-trust networking principles .

We implemented new privileged account 
management functionality to further enhance the 
security and monitoring of those who require 
access to sensitive information .

By taking these steps, growing our team by more 
than 60% (including mergers and acquisitions) 
in 2021, and investing more than 1% of total 
revenue in our data security program that same 
year, we were able to prevent all third-party 
attacks from becoming material data breaches .

In addition, the cybersecurity ratings company 
BitSight gave Ceridian a score of 780, placing us 
in their advanced tier .

For 2022, Ceridian’s data security priorities 
include expanding our team by an additional 
30%, building on our commitment to protecting 
customer trust, enhancing product security, and 
securing the global enterprise .

We are confident that planned initiatives in the 
following areas will drive future performance:

of revenue invested annually 
in security programs

More than

1%

Cloud security and assurance testing

Security operations and automation

Global network security and integration

Governance, risk, and compliance capabilities

Our ISO 27001 certification had no major or 
minor nonconformities

Our NIST certification had no controls that 
were considered not met

Our SOC 2 Type 2 audit report had no 
exceptions found

ESG GOALS | Governance and trust 2021 2025 Goal

Maintain zero material data breaches annually through 202513 0 0

↗ 
For additional information, read more 
about our overall data security strategy 
or our Information Security Statement .

10. TRUST - 1/3

https://www.ceridian.com/company/corporate/information-security
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Privacy

In 2021, we strengthened our privacy practices 
and further ingrained the importance of data 
protection into everything we do . This started 
with rolling out a new company-wide privacy 
training program, which more than 95% of 
our employees completed . To enhance our 
already strong compliance capabilities in the 
APJ region, we also expanded the utilization 
of our global privacy management program 
to Excelity, which was acquired in the mid-
2020 . In addition, we launched a multi-year 
process of incorporating technology and 
automation to support our global compliance 
efforts through the deployment of a privacy 
management platform that will enable us to 
better understand data flows and assist with 
compliance and risk management . In the EMEA 
region, we began to update our agreements 
with clients, vendors, and partners with the 
new EU Standard Contractual Clauses, which 
provides for heightened protection to personal 
data transferred from countries in the European 
Union to other jurisdictions .

In June and December, we released our first 
semiannual Law Enforcement Request Reports, 
which document all inquiries Ceridian receives for 
personal information (PI) from law enforcement 
agencies around the world . Ceridian does not 
voluntarily provide any customer information to 
governments, and it received no such requests in 
2021 . Last year, Ceridian also became a member 

Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM)

In 2021, Ceridian took a series of actions to 
successfully manage risk across our growing 
global footprint . This included appointing our 
first-ever senior vice president for enterprise 
risk management (ERM) to lead this effort, who 
has spearheaded better organizational design 
and greater maturity of the program . In addition, 
we completed a more comprehensive annual 
risk assessment of the 52 functional areas of 
our business, which generated an in-depth risk 
register that integrated the effects of climate 
change and other sustainability risks for the first 
time . We also transitioned our ERM program to 
a continuous model that utilizes a consistent risk 
taxonomy and a more streamlined risk scoring 
and rating system .  

For 2022, we will launch a global ERM reporting 
regime that will include a redesigned risk module, 
greater use of automation, more proactive and 
comprehensive assessments of risk reduction 
initiatives, and strong integration into our overall 
corporate strategy . 

of the Centre for Information Policy Leadership 
(CIPL), a global privacy and data policy think tank 
that develops global solutions and best practices 
for privacy and responsible use of data to enable 
the modern information age .

For 2022, we will continue to build privacy 
capability throughout our fast-growing 
enterprise . Our Global Policy Office will 
work in close partnership with Product and 
Technology and other departments to create 
additional privacy functionalities and build 
privacy considerations into offerings and 
business processes . We will ensure that our 
customers continue to receive the highest level 
of compliance in a regulatory environment that 
is experiencing a substantial increase in new 
privacy and data laws . We will also strengthen 
our ethical data use and AI governance, which 
will include the external publication of a new set 
of guiding AI ethics principles .

10. TRUST - 2/3

↗ 
For additional information, please read 
more about our overall privacy strategy, 
our Global Privacy Statement, our Cookie 
Statement, and our Biometric Statement . ↗ 

For additional information, please 
read more about our Enterprise Risk 
Management framework .

https://www.ceridian.com/Ceridian/media/ESGReport/Ceridian-Law-Enforcement-Information-Request-Report-June-2021.pdf
https://www.ceridian.com/Ceridian/media/ESGReport/Ceridian-Law-Enforcement-Request-Report-December-2021.pdf
https://www.informationpolicycentre.com/membership.html
https://www.informationpolicycentre.com/membership.html
https://www.ceridian.com/privacy#:~:text=Ceridian%20makes%20reasonable%20security%20arrangements,%2C%20modification%2C%20disposal%20and%20destruction.
https://www.ceridian.com/privacy/cookie-notice
https://www.ceridian.com/privacy/cookie-notice
https://www.ceridian.com/privacy/biometric-notice
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AI ethics

The pandemic accelerated a transition to a new 
world of work in which artificial intelligence 
plays a profoundly important role for leaders 
looking to recruit, retain, and inspire top 
talent . At Ceridian, we believe that developing 
and deploying products with this powerful 
technology requires us to maintain the highest 
degree of integrity and accountability . We took 
several steps in 2021 to advance our AI ethics 
framework as a business . We hired our first-
ever chief data officer, who is working closely 
with the chief privacy officer on establishing 
greater AI governance measures this year . At 
our annual Product and Technology Summit, 
internal and external speakers highlighted 
the importance of strong AI ethics practices 
to our ongoing work . Critically, Ceridian has 
also developed a Deidentification Services 
program that will remove direct identifiers, 
transform indirect identifiers, and combine 
unique element values to reduce the risk of 

Business resilience

Few years in recent memory held more 
uncertainty for businesses than 2021 . From the 
ongoing pandemic to extreme weather events 
and massive supply chain issues, these disruptions 
required leaders and their organizations to be 
flexible, dynamic, and proactive in anticipating 
and planning for difficult-to-predict challenges . 
Ceridian was no exception, and because our 
approach to business continuity is embedded 
in our ERM program, we maintained a high 
level of performance and low levels of service 
interruptions and quality degradations for our 
customers . To achieve this, last year our Business 
Resilience team completed 45 Business Impact 
Assessments, 26 Business Continuity Plans and, 
10 Disaster Recovery Exercises, and successfully 
responded to 19 natural disaster-related incidents 
and threats around the world .

For 2022, we plan to grow the size of our 
Business Resilience team to complete a robust 
gap assessment for our current resilience program 
and to launch a new Disaster Recovery Project 
to inventory, standardize, and update existing 
business and disaster recovery plans .

10. TRUST - 3/3

reidentifiability and ensure that no identifiable 
data is ever used for AI/ML or non-ML 
development purposes .

In 2022, we are further strengthening that 
program with a new deidentified data lake, which 
will serve as the center point to provide data to 
authorized Ceridian users, as well as become 
the primary data source for developing AI/ML 
and non-ML algorithms . This year, we will also 
implement reusable employee attribute and 
organization attribute data sets to further develop 
the employee and organization algorithms that 
power time series forecasting and scalable 
MLOps for our upcoming predictive analytics 
offerings beginning in 2023 . Last, we will launch 
a centralized metadata management solution that 
will be used to track data assets in the analytical 
data ecosystem and to ensure greater control of 
data dictionaries, data lineage, and data access 
privileges to our data governance functionalities . 

ESG GOALS | Governance and trust 2021 2025 Goal

Increase Dayforce’s Uptime to 99 .99% by 2025 99.97% 99.99%
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“In a rapidly changing and dynamic work 
environment, we know that creativity, 
understanding, and flexibility are essential 
to ensuring that our employees are given 
the best opportunity to thrive.”

MICHELLE BONAM, VICE PRESIDENT, ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Our people 

A new world of work

For Ceridian, the rapid acceleration into a new 
world of work has encouraged our leadership 
to think big and be bold . That is especially true 
for how we can best support the experiences 
of our people and genuinely make work life 
better for them . In 2021, Ceridian formed 
a new Employee Experience organization 
with a mandate to implement programs and 
practices that would improve worker outcomes 
and bolster productivity and innovation . Led 
by a new vice president for organizational 
effectiveness, this team is implementing a 
three-year strategy that includes investigating 
new programs in 2022 centered around 
Connections, Flexibility, Collaboration & 
Communication and Recognition . The group will 
also be piloting programs and policies targeted 
at improving productivity and efficiency by 
affording employees increased flexibility with 
their work/life environment to better meet the 
needs of our growing workforce . The Employee 
Experience team is unveiling Employee 
Connection Committees with a revised charter 
to bolster camaraderie and engagement in 
an increasingly virtual-first era . They will be 
introducing a revamped global rewards and 
recognition program to foster both peer-to-peer 
recognition as well as functional recognition of 
employees demonstrating Our Way values in 
their daily interactions .

Key metrics

Work life flexibility rate

83%

eNPS

47

Employee retention rate

85%
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Performance management 

In 2021, we added more rigor and structure to 
our performance management process . This 
included ensuring that all individual goals were 
directly connected to larger functional and 
organizational goals and introducing performance 
touch points throughout the year . We achieved 
an 72% participation rate across all performance 
management activities, including touch points, 
performance appraisals, and goal setting .

Recognizing that Our Way values mattered 
so greatly to our collective success, we also 
elected to integrate them into our performance 
management activities . This aligned the entire 
organization with our values in a measurable way, 
and ensured they would become part of regular 
conversations between managers and their teams .

For 2022, we will include more coaching, skill 
building, development-focused conversations, 
and expanded pathways to higher-value work . 
This includes setting an annual target of 85% 
participation in performance management 
activities . In addition, we are requiring managers 
and direct reports to co-develop individualized, 
actionable plans so employees can more 
effectively achieve their long-term career goals .

Talent planning 

In 2021, we improved our talent planning 
process to increase the engagement and 
retention of Ceridian’s top talent and reinforced 
our existing succession plans to reduce any risks 
to business continuity . This included conducting 
9-box assessments for over 55% of our more 
than 7,000 employees globally . We plan to 
complete the remainder early in the first half 
of 2022 . In addition, in 2021 we launched our 
inaugural Emerging Leaders program—an in-
depth training of more than 200 high-potential 
employees who aspire to more-senior positions 
inside the company in the coming years .

Pay equity

At Ceridian, we believe in equal pay for equal 
work . In 2021, we partnered with Mercer to 
conduct a gender pay equity analysis of our 
workforce in Canada, Mauritius, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States . We also 
conducted a race and ethnicity pay equity 
analysis of our workforce in the United 
States . This included evaluating base salary, 
total compensation, and annual grants of 
Ceridian stock . The analysis controlled for 
relative experience, service at Ceridian, job 
grade, job function, job title, department, 
supervisory responsibilities, incentive, role 
history, performance, and location, among 
other factors . Following the assessment and 
corresponding market adjustments, there is less 
than 1% disparity between what women and 
men earn globally, and less than 1% disparity 
between what white and non-white employees 
earn in the United States . There was not a 
significant gap between any other ethnicities 
in the United States . We are committed to 
resolving any disparities in how we pay our 
employees of any gender or ethnicity . We 
will conduct another analysis in the second 
half of 2022 and intend on doing so regularly 
thereafter to make any necessary adjustments 
to preserve our commitment to this principle . 
We plan for our entire global workforce to be 
included in future assessments . 

11. OUR PEOPLE - 2/10
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Health and safety

In 2021, Ceridian appointed its first-ever global 
head of Workplace Health and Safety, who 
is responsible for all of Ceridian’s health- and 
safety-related activities .

As we enter the third year of the pandemic, the 
primary focus of this work remains ensuring that 
all necessary policies and procedures are in 
place at our facilities to protect our employees, 
customers, and partners from COVID-19 
infection . This includes implementing a policy 
for vaccination, testing, masking, and physical 
distancing that aligns with both government 
requirements and best practices globally .

In 2021, we established 10 Health & Safety 
committees as we began to reopen our offices . 
These are tasked with completing inspections, 

Wellness Day

As the coronavirus pandemic entered its 
second year, so did the anxiety and stress that 
has dominated the lives of billions of people 
around the world . This was compounded by 
the uncertainty and upheavals that many faced 
at work . To Help alleviate these challenges, 
and lean into the conversation around mental 
health, in 2021 Ceridian created our first-ever 
Wellness Day last April . On this day, our entire 
global workforce was encouraged to take a 
day off together – away from email, calls, and 
meetings – to rest, recuperate, and recharge . 
We are continuing this practice in 2022 with two 
Wellness Days .

Benefits

Benefits are an essential part of how Ceridian 
makes work life better for our employees and 
their loved ones in ways that are relevant to 
their personal life experiences . We provide a 
wide range of compensation and benefits that, 
while varying by region, consider the bigger 
picture of life outside work, including annual 
bonuses, equity awards, a global employee 
stock purchase program, retirement savings 
plans, healthcare and insurance benefits, health 
savings and flexible savings spending accounts, 
unlimited time away from work, employee 
assistance programs, and tuition reimbursement .

submitting accident reports, implementing and 
refining regional policies and practices, and 
other local safety-related activities . We also 
created a Global Workplace Health & Safety 
Steering Committee, which oversees employee 
involvement and training, review of risks and 
incidents, and evaluation of program effectiveness 
and processes . The committee is composed of 
senior leadership from several departments, 
including Employee Relations, Facilities, Legal, 
and Human Resources, among others . For 2022, 
we have set a bold plan to further expand our 
safety footprint across our global operation . We 
will also implement key performance indicators 
(KPIs) to help measure the performance of our 
overall program and to identify where and how 
improvements can be made .

11. OUR PEOPLE - 3/10
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Learning and leadership 
development

In 2021, we hired a new head of Learning 
and Leadership Development to advance our 
workforce development programming to better 
meet the needs and expectations of our dynamic 
and fast-growing team . This investment led to the 
creation of Ceridian University’s School of Learning 
and Leadership Development, which includes 
three new major bodies of work: Professional 
Skills Curriculum, Core Leadership Development 
Programming, and Strategic Leadership 
Development Programming .

Professional Skills Curriculum will include 
professional and career skills courses for 
employees to support their delivery of business 
objectives while strengthening their contribution 
to Ceridian’s growth and success .

Core Leadership Development Programming will 
include programs that provide skill building and 
foundational tools for people leaders at specific 
levels of job and functional responsibility .

Strategic Leadership Development Programming 
will include invitation-only programs designed 
to help Ceridian’s talent with addressing 
the business needs of the future including 
organizational business acumen, cross-
functional operational knowledge, customized 
development plans, and strategic thinking . 

These will become available to our employees 
starting in April 2022 .

Over

35,000

participating employees

Nearly

7,000

hours of digital learning and 
leadership development 

11. OUR PEOPLE - 4/10
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“We are deeply committed 
to creating equitable 
opportunities for all 
employees, and we work 
every single day to make 
progress and deliver on 
that promise.”

DONNEBRA McCLENDON, VICE PRESIDENT, 
GLOBAL DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION

We established a company-wide Global Diversity 
Advisory Council that provides insight on and 
direct feedback to our senior leadership, including 
our vice president for Global Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion, as they develop and implement DEI-
related programming and policies .

We formed a partnership with Blue Ocean Brain, 
a diversity and inclusion educational platform 
that individualizes learning experiences for 
employees at all levels across all regions globally . 
This unlocked unlimited access to over 75,000 
micro-learning sessions for our workforce . 
We also formed a School of Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion inside our brand-new Ceridian 
University . This collaborative empowers learners 
with a values-centric curriculum that balances 
cognitive development and critical thinking skills . 
By combining leading-edge business concepts 
and strategies, students now have access to 
a comprehensive library designed to turn 
knowledge and awareness into action . 

Like many organizations, we recognize that 
much more needs to be done—and we are 
fundamentally committed to learning more and 

doing better . To meet that challenge and deliver 
tangible results for our colleagues, we have an 
aggressive strategy for 2022 and beyond .

Earlier this year, we introduced a new 
leadership development program that is 
designed to address the unique challenges 
that underrepresented minority (URM) 
employees face . This 16 week course includes 
executive coaching with a licensed psychologist 
specializing in addressing racial and 
environmental trauma charged by stereotypes, 
microaggressions, and myths of educational 
and leadership incompetence . In addition, the 
program includes mentoring and sponsorship 
by senior leaders to address systemic barriers 
uniquely experienced by underrepresented 
minorities in the workplace .

As a further demonstration of Ceridian’s 
commitment to equity, later this year we will 
announce the formation of partnerships with 
select historically Black colleges and universities 
(HBCUs) across the United States to recruit and 
support minority talent in our workforce .

      Eliminating bias in all forms in leadership practices

      Making additional investments in career development

      Creating a more inclusive workplace culture1

2

3

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Programs and partnerships 

Ceridian values diversity and aims to foster a 
culture that respects and celebrates everyone . 
We see this as intrinsic to a positive employee 
experience, and added "Equity" as an Our Way 
value last year . As part of our journey to become 
more inclusive and equitable, our organization 
took several steps in 2021 to ensure that all 
employees feel both valued for their talents and 
free to be their authentic selves at work .

We launched two global diversity and inclusion 
surveys to further understand the lived 
experiences of our colleagues and how we 
could best support them . The survey results led 
us to prioritize three key areas:
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Employee level Female Male

Senior Management

Management and Above

Technical

All Employees

Employee level Female Male

Senior Management

Management and Above

Technical

All Employees

Employee level Female Male

Senior Management

Management and Above

Technical

All Employees

37.6%

35.9%

62.4%

64.1%

56.6%

54.9%

63.1%

58%

51.1%

50.6%

43.4%

45.1%

36.9%

42%

48.9%

49.4%

28.4% 71.6%

55.1%

56.7%

49.8%

44.9%

43.3%

50.2%
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Representation | All active employees

Data excludes Ascender and Excelity

2021

2020

2019
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Representation | U.S. Active employees
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American Indian or Alaska Native Asian Black or African American Hispanic or Latino

Employee level 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021

Senior Management — — — 2.4% 4.7% 12.8% 2.4% 4.7% 7.0% 2.4% 1.6% —

Management and Above 1.0% 1.1% 0.6% 5.6% 5.9% 10.2% 7.2% 7.2% 6.7% 4.9% 4.5% 4.5%

Technical 0.3% 0.1% 0.2% 12.3% 13.2% 17.3% 20.5% 19.1% 16.6% 3.3% 4.1% 4.5%

All Employees 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 10.3% 10.5% 10.8% 14.9% 14.6% 13.9% 5.5% 5.7% 5.9%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander Multiracial White No answer

Employee level 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021

Senior Management — — — 2.4% 3.1% 2.3% 90.2% 81.3% 74.4% — 4.7% 3.5%

Management and Above — — — 1.3% 1.7% 1.5% 79.7% 76.9% 73.4% 0.3% 2.8% 3.0%

Technical 0.3% 0.4% 0.4% 2.4% 2.5% 2.9% 60.1% 58.9% 56.0% 0.9% 1.9% 2.2%

All Employees 0.4% 0.3% 0.4% 2.2% 2.4% 2.4% 65.8% 64.3% 64.5% 0.7% 1.9% 2.0%
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ESG GOALS | Our people 2021 2025 Goal

Achieve gender parity (50/50) in senior management roles globally by 202514 37.6% 50%

Increase URM representation in management roles in the U .S . by 50% by 202515 11.9% 17.8%

YOUnity groups 

In 2021, we expanded the number of our 
employee resource groups, called YOUnity 
groups, from six to nine, adding the Native 
and Indigenous Peoples Alliance, the Ceridian 
Parents Network, and the Asia Pac Network .

11. OUR PEOPLE -9/10
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Awards and recognition

11. OUR PEOPLE - 10/10

Engagement 

No company can be successful unless its 
employees feel motivated and engaged . This is 
especially true in a new world of work, and at 
a time when individuals and their families are 
facing such considerable changes and challenges 
resulting from the pandemic . With engagement 
rooted in emotion that can change quickly, 
accurate and reliable sentiment data is critical 
to the success of any engagement strategy . At 
Ceridian we regularly utilize our own Dayforce 
Engagement technology to conduct pulse surveys 
and calculate our employee Net Promoter Score 
(eNPS) . On a scale ranging from –100 to +100 with 
+30 as a benchmark for excellence, this data point 
measures how likely employees are to recommend 
us as a place to work, and we are proud to have 
scored a +47 last year . As we continue to integrate 
employees from recently acquired companies, 
we have set a goal of maintaining our eNPS at or 
above 40 through 2025 .

ESG GOALS | Our people

Maintain our employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS) at or above 40 annually through 202516 
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customers have chosen 
Dayforce Wallet

More than

12. TECH FOR GOOD - 1/3

“No employee is ‘healthy’ without the ability 
to meet their everyday needs. Employee 
wellness and financial wellness are 
inextricably linked, and Dayforce Wallet was 
designed to help our customers offer financial 
flexibility to employees and their families 
without any interest or lending fees.”

ABHI AGRAWAL, VICE PRESIDENT, PRODUCT MANAGEMENT FOR CERIDIAN 
DAYFORCE WALLET

Tech for good

Product innovation

Dayforce Wallet

The new world of work requires employers 
to be dynamic and creative in order to attract 
and retain the talent they need . Dayforce 
Wallet is the type of innovative solution that 
helps our customers do just that, and last year 
saw tremendous growth and adoption of the 
product . In 2021, more than 950 customers 
chose to start offering it to their employees, 
with more than 400 already live on the product . 
An average of 34% of eligible employees for 
those customers registered, with a registration 
rate of greater than 50% for our top quartile of 
tenured customers .

During this time of unprecedented labor 
tightness, the benefits to customers are clear . 
Employers who offered Wallet in 2021 saw a 
21% reduction in 90-day attrition rates and a 
15% decrease in time to fill open positions—all 
in one of the most competitive labor markets in 
decades . Critically, the value-add for employees 
is also significant, providing individuals with 
faster access to their earned pay . This enables 
families to cover both everyday expenses as 
well as urgent or unplanned costs that come up 
before their traditional pay-day . Last year, active 
users chose the Dayforce Card for an average 
of more than 25 transactions per month, 

demonstrating that the Wallet is acting as a 
primary financial vehicle for those consumers . 
Dayforce Wallet is serving an important need 
for these consumers – providing access to 
earnings and flexibility to manage their finances . 

In 2022, Ceridian will launch the next evolution 
of Dayforce Wallet with further enhancements in 
automating how workers receive payments, and 
savings features that will allow users to set aside 
funds to achieve specific savings goals, further 
helping their financial wellness .

950
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Dayforce Talent Intelligence 

In 2021, Ceridian announced Dayforce Talent 
Intelligence, a powerful suite of transformative 
talent management solutions powered by 
artificial intelligence and machine learning . 
Using AI in conjunction with disparate data sets 
to allow organizations to evaluate data more 
efficiently, Dayforce Talent Intelligence offers 
targeted matching of people to opportunities for 
faster and more accurate talent decisions .

Additionally, Dayforce Talent Intelligence 
objectively measures workforce demographics 
to create actionable insights that can be used 
to identify inequity in everything from payroll to 
promotion opportunities and help employers 
create actionable policy changes . This 
technology enables fair, equitable, and efficient 
talent decision-making, while measuring the 
effectiveness of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
efforts . Integration of this technology into our 
Recruiting, Onboarding, Learning, Performance 
Management, Compensation, Engagement, and 
Succession Planning modules began in 2021 
and is a top priority .

In the near term, we plan to roll out the 
following features in our Dayforce Recruiting 
product that utilize Talent Intelligence to 
create more efficient, accurate, and fair 

candidate experiences: advanced candidate 
communication including SMS and chatbot 
Quick Apply options, screening and matching 
intelligence, and candidate job alerts . We will 
measure the success of these features with KPIs 
around reduction in time-to-fill open positions 
and increased retention . We will continue 
to expand our Dayforce Talent Intelligence 
features through the rest of our Dayforce Talent 
Management suite .

Perhaps the most impactful use of intelligence 
insights is in uncovering bias and ensuring 
objectivity . Dayforce DEI Intelligence is the next 
generation of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
Analytics designed to help organizations better 
understand where to focus their efforts in 
solving the DEI challenge . Typical DEI metrics 
utilize past performance data without showing 
organizations how to improve the future . Using 
a combination of AI and data science, Dayforce 
DEI Intelligence provides information beyond 
typical demographic factors to help leaders make 
actionable decisions . It will utilize a combination 
of self-disclosed, inferred, and survey data from 
our Engagement product to provide an easily 
digestible score that leaders can understand and 
benchmark against, enabling DEI strategies that 
drive measurable progress .

12. TECH FOR GOOD - 2/3

“You know you’ve done 
something right when your 
valued employees call you, 
email you, text you, take the 
time to thank you for giving 
them something that is so 
meaningful to them in their 
lives,” says Justine Bowker, The 
Budd Group, of her company’s 
experience with Dayforce 
Wallet. This is why we launched 
Dayforce Wallet. This is how we 
‘Make Work Life Better.’”
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Dayforce People Analytics

In 2021, Ceridian announced Dayforce People 
Analytics, a valuable offering that empowers 
leaders with real-time actionable insights to 
better manage and support their employees . 
With this technology, customers can view key 
human capital management (HCM metrics 
on a personalized landing page in realtime, 
gather insights from across the organization by 
integrating HCM data from Dayforce with third-
party tools, and visualize their data to get a 
deeper understanding of historical trends and 
make course corrections . With 15 out-of-the-box 
dashboards, managers and executives are now 
able to better understand whether current policies 
and practices are working, including efforts to 
attract and retain top talent; improve diversity, 
equity, and inclusion; bolster engagement on 
specific teams; and reduce turnover in select 
geographies . Dayforce People Analytics also 
calculates the most critical HCM metrics using 
existing ISO standards and best practices .

12. TECH FOR GOOD - 3/3

In 2022, Dayforce People Analytics will develop 
additional functionalities to provide Employee 
Attributes and Organizational Attributes 
Dashboards, as well as incorporating Time 
Series Forecasting .

Candidate activity

Compensation cycle details

Current employee flight risk by manager

Diversity Equity, and Inclusion

Employee health elections

Employee listing by manager

Employee pay summary

Employee punch

Gross to net by range

New hires

Performance review trends – Details

Schedules – Average scheduled daily hours

Survey participation rate

Talent factors

Turnover by location

ESG GOALS | Tech for good 2025

Increase the percentage of Dayforce customers using DEI Intelligence to 20% by 202517 20%
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A year of action

million in Ceridian Cares 
grants given

$1.1

nonprofits supported 
through employee 
giving and volunteering

481

ESG GOALS | Our communities 2021 2025

Increase the percentage of employees giving and volunteering to 50% by 2025 35% 50%

Our communities

Ceridian Cares

Giving where we’re living

In 2021, the Ceridian team united around the 
world like never before . We launched a new 
global giving and volunteering platform in 
partnership with Benevity, which gave 2,000 
more global employees access to participate in 
our annual giving efforts, resulting in nearly 500 
charities in 12 countries receiving donations . In 
addition, we responded to several individual 
crises with coordinated campaigns designed 
to expedite funds to individuals and families in 
extreme need . This includes pandemic relief in 
India, humanitarian relief in Afghanistan, and 
natural disaster relief efforts in Canada and the 
United States . All this was done in addition to the 
work we do with our very own Ceridian Cares 
Foundation, which provides financial support 
to individuals and families for basic needs and 
quality of life in the United States and Canada 
and for disadvantaged children in Mauritius .

13. OUR COMMUNITIES - 1/2
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Stories of impact

Tahereh (Richmond Hill, Ontario)

Osteoarthritis limits Tahereh’s ability to walk . 
She lives alone and needed a power wheelchair 
for independent mobility . She has regained 
self-confidence and is out in her neighborhood 
meeting some of her own needs . She is very 
happy and says her life is now easier .

Katrina (Moorpark, California)

At just 32, Katrina has been battling metastatic 
breast cancer for 5 years . Side effects left her 
unable to climb stairs or sleep in a regular bed . 
With a Ceridian Cares grant for a reclining couch, 
she is now able to comfortably spend time with 
family and friends in the living room .

Rocco (Pass Christian, Mississippi)

Rocco is 11 years old, has Down syndrome and 
is nonverbal . As one of 5 children in a very 
active family, he needed a special electric cart to 
participate in family activities outdoors . Rocco and 
his family are now able to enjoy full family outings, 
and he loves his bike!

13. OUR COMMUNITIES - 2/2

Gary (Campbell River, British Columbia)

With only a few teeth, Gary was only able to eat 
soup . A mobile outreach unit applied for a grant on 
his behalf to cover the cost of dental work . Gary is 
now able to eat nutritious food and does cleanup 
work around the city to “pay it forward” out of 
gratitude for the support he received .
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customers in North America 
migrated to public cloud in 2021 

Over

1,100

14. ENVIRONMENT - 1/4

“In this virtual first era, our aim is to 
ensure that Ceridian’s physical footprint 
not only meets the needs of our 
workforce, but that it improves efficiency 
and leads to meaningful emissions 
reductions over time.”

JUDY ROZAL, VICE PRESIDENT, FACILITIES AND CAPITAL BUDGET

Environment

Carbon footprint

Climate change poses a dire threat to the long-
term survival of humanity and our planet . It 
is imperative that businesses do their part to 
address this crisis, and Ceridian is committed 
to significantly reducing our carbon footprint 
over time . Last year, we took a critical step by 
conducting a greenhouse gas inventory for 
2019, 2020, and 2021 . These included emissions 
from two recently acquired large companies—
Excelity in 2020 and Ascender in 2021 . Despite 
this business growth, we realized emissions 
reductions, although this was largely impacted by 
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic—including 
such things as office closures, virtual work, and 
reduced business travel .

In 2021, we used 47,214 gigajoules (GJ) of energy, 
which includes 13,114 megawatt hours (MWH) of 
electricity . Ceridian’s Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
were 5,612 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalent (mtco2e) . 580 MTCO2e came from 
colocation data centers and on-premises servers 
last year, which is a 67% reduction from 2019, 
and reflects our ongoing commitment to a 100% 
public cloud environment . Our Scope 3 emissions 
from purchased goods and services, business 
travel, and employee commuting were 40,242 
MTCO2e, down 26% from two years prior .

As part of our efforts to shrink our carbon 
footprint, we have set a goal of reducing Scope 
1 & 2 emissions from Ceridian’s operations—
excluding Excelity and Ascender—by 42% before 
2030 from a 2019 baseline . As a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we selected 2019 as our 
baseline because we believe that it comes 
closest to a normal state for business operations 
and activity . This ambition is consistent with 
the 1 .5 degrees Celsius target set forth in the 
Paris Agreement . In the coming months, we will 
work to develop science-based targets that are 
inclusive of our entire operations and value chain .
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14. ENVIRONMENT - 2/4

“Incorporating sustainable procurement 
practices allows us to unlock the enormous 
potential for driving positive change across 
our entire value chain. For Ceridian, that 
starts with building a robust supplier diversity 
program and identifying the right vendors to 
help reduce our overall carbon footprint.”

SHARITA ELSTON, VICE PRESIDENT, VENDOR MANAGEMENT AND AP

Business travel and employee commuting

Business-related travel and employee commuting 
continued to take place in a reduced capacity 
during 2021 because of the pandemic . Our 
emissions associated with business-related travel 
were 951 mtCO2e, down 66% from two years 
before . Emissions from employee commuting 
were 1,724 mtCO2e in 2021, down 70% from 
2019 . As we look ahead, we will continue to 
identify new ways of working that boost efficiency 
while reducing emissions .

Sustainable procurement

We are actively exploring the right approach 
to not only set a Scope 3 emissions reduction 
goal, but to achieve it . This starts with building 
a sustainable procurement program that will 
help bring down the emissions associated 
with our purchased goods and services . This 
includes increasingly selecting companies that 
are committed to bold climate action as our 
vendors . In 2021, we selected Coupa as our 
Business Spend Management platform to help 
propel that work forward .

reduction in paper 
use since 2019

44%

Water

In 2021, our water consumption was 3 .65 
million gallons—down 70% from 2019 . Although 
this reduction is affected by the COVID-19 
pandemic’s effects, we will actively explore water 
conservation opportunities and best approaches 
to reduce our footprint’s overall water risk .

Paper and waste 

Ceridian used 31,199,659 sheets (or 159 
tons) of paper in 2021, which is nearly half of 
what was used annually in 2019 . This reflects 
our continued effort to promote self-service 
and paperless solutions (online reports and 
employee self-service portals) for payroll and 
HR . We also experienced a 79% reduction in 
waste since 2019 . While this was due largely 
to the office closures from the pandemic, we 
plan on continuing this trend by exploring new 
opportunities to reduce or eliminate waste—
including pursuing TRUE Zero Waste certification 
for at least one of our facilities globally .
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14. ENVIRONMENT - 3/4

ESG GOALS | Environment 2021 2025

Reduce absolute Scope 1 and 2 emissions from Ceridian’s operations by 42% before 2030 compared to a 2019 baseline18 5,612 mtCO2e (-38%) 7,097 mtCO2e (-21%)

14. ENVIRONMENT - 3/4

Scope 1 & 2 Emissions (mtCO2e)
Ceridian only

2019

2020

2021

2,000 4,000 12,00010,0008,0006,000

Scope 3 emissions (mtCO2e)
Purchased goods and services, business travel, and 
employee commuting

2019

2020

2021

10,000- 20,000 60,00050,00040,00030,000

2,000 4,000 12,00010,0008,0006,000

Scope 1 & 2 Emissions (mtCO2e)
including Excelity and Ascender

2019

2020

2021

Paper use (sheets)

2019

2020

2021

10,000,000- 20,000,000 60,000,00050,000,00040,000,00030,000,000

Electricity (MWh) 

2,000 4,000 8,000 16,00014,00012,0006,000 10,000 20,00018,000

2019

2020

2021
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14. ENVIRONMENT - 4/4

2019 2020 2021
% Reduction 

from baseline

Electricity
Megawatt hours  

(MWh)
17,542 12,372 13,114 25.2%

Energy

Gigajoules (GJ) 84,134 54,408.4 65,421.3 22.2%

Diesel (Gallons) 152 130 88 42.1%

Natural gas (Therms) 198,688 93,382 132,230 33.5%

Refrigerants (lbs) 963 843 801 16.8%

Emissions

Scope 1 & 2 
Emissions (mtCO2e)                  

Ceridian only
8,977 6,107 5,612 37.5%

Scope 1 & 2 
Emissions (mtCO2e)                

including Excelity and 
Ascender

6,749 8,359 n/a

Scope 3 (mtCO2e) 
Purchased Goods and 

Services, Business Travel 
and Employee Commuting

54,975 41,817 40,242 26.8%

Water (supply) Gallons 11,918,546 3,501,311 3,650,513 69.4%

Waste Tons  1,485 147 301 79.7%

Paper # of sheets 56,585,523 48,530,069 31,199,659 44.9%
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15. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS - 1/1

“The SDGs provide an invaluable roadmap 
to solve the most challenging problems 
facing society and our planet. We believe 
the private sector can play a critical role in 
the global effort to address them.”

VIDIA MOONEGAN, MANAGING DIRECTOR, MAURITIUS

United Nations 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) 

Ceridian’s commitment to the five pillars of our 
ESG strategic framework and our 2025 goals 
will help ensure that we always act responsibly 
and sustainably . It is our roadmap to continue 
being a leading corporate citizen as well as 
a thoughtful and accountable partner to key 
stakeholders . Successful performance on each 
of most materials topics will result in some 
progress toward achieving several United 
Nations SDGs .
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16. BY THE NUMBERS - 1/4

By the numbers 

SASB Standards Reference Index

An important step in Ceridian’s journey as 
a responsible and sustainable business was 
aligning with the Value Reporting Foundation’s 
SASB Standards for this report . We recognize 
the unique value this information has for a 
variety of stakeholders—including investors, 
customers, NGOs, governments, and several 
others . With a focus on the ESG issues that 
SASB considers financially material for the 
Software and Information Technology (IT) 
Services industry, below are the metrics that 
track Ceridian’s performance since 2019 . In a 
very limited number of instances, we (1) did 
not possess or track the requested data, (2) 
amended the metric to better reflect the nature 
of our business, or (3) elected not to disclose 
the data at this time . As we progress on this 
journey, Ceridian will continue to strengthen 
and deepen our ESG reporting, and we look 
forward to the work by the leading framework 
organizations to develop a comprehensive and 
standardized corporate reporting system .

https://www.sasb.org/
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SASB table Accounting metric SASB code 2019 2020 2021

Environmental footprint
(1) Total energy consumed, (2) percentage grid 

electricity, (3) percentage renewable
TC-SI-130a.1 90,494 GJ; 100%; 0% 60,175 GJ; 100%; 0% 66,974 GJ; 100%; 0%

(1) Total water withdrawn TC-SI-130a.2 45 TCM 13 TCM 10 TCM

Discussion of the integration of environmental 
considerations into strategic planning for data 

center needs
TC-SI-130a.3 Environment

Data privacy and freedom of expression
Description of policies and practices relating to 

behavioral advertising and user privacy
TC-SI-220a.1 Privacy

Number of users whose information is used for 
secondary purposes

TC-SI-220a.2
This information was not 

tracked.
This information was not 

tracked.
This information was not 

tracked.

Total amount of monetary losses as a result of 
legal proceedings associated with user privacy

TC-SI-220a.3 Ceridian had no material monetary losses from legal proceedings associated with user privacy.

(1) Number of law enforcement requests for 
user information, (2) number of users whose 
information was requested, (3) percentage 

resulting in disclosure

TC-SI-220a.4
This information was not 

tracked.
This information was not 

tracked.

Law Enforcement Requests 
Reports: June 2021 and 

December 2021.

List of countries where core products or services 
are subject to government-required monitoring, 

blocking, content filtering, or censoring
TC-SI-220a.5 None None None

16. BY THE NUMBERS - 2/4

https://www.ceridian.com/Ceridian/media/ESGReport/Ceridian-Law-Enforcement-Information-Request-Report-June-2021.pdf
https://www.ceridian.com/Ceridian/media/ESGReport/Ceridian-Law-Enforcement-Request-Report-December-2021.pdf
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SASB table Accounting metric SASB code 2019 2020 2021

Data security
(1) Number of data breaches, (2) percentage 
involving personally identifiable information 

(PII), (3) number of users affected
TC-SI-230a.1 Ceridian experienced no material data breaches.

Description of approach to identifying and 
addressing data security risks, including use of 

third-party cybersecurity standards
TC-SI-230a.2 Data security

Recruiting & Managing a Global, Diverse, and 

Skilled Workforce
Percentage of employees that are (1) foreign 

nationals and (2) located offshore
TC-SI-330a.1 1.2%; 20.7% 1.8%; 21.1% 2.8%; 23.1%

Employee engagement as a percentage TC-SI-330a.2 71% 76% 75%

Percentage of gender and racial/ethnic group 
representation for (1) management, (2) technical 

staff, and (3) all other employees
TC-SI-330a.3 Representation Representation Representation

Intellectual Property Protection & Competitive Behavior
Total amount of monetary losses as a 

result of legal proceedings associated with 
anticompetitive behavior regulations

TC-SI-520a.1 Ceridian had no material monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings 
associated with anticompetitive behavior regulations.

Managing Systemic Risks from Technology Disruptions
Number of (1) performance issues and (2) 

service disruptions
TC-SI-550a.1 1; 89 17; 143 18; 182

Description of business continuity risks related 
to disruptions of operations

TC-SI-550a.2 Enterprise risk management

16. BY THE NUMBERS - 3/4
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EEO-1 Report

16. BY THE NUMBERS - 4/4
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Benefits U.S. Canada

Basic Life Insurance Yes Yes

Optional Life Insurance Yes Yes

Basic AD&D Yes Yes

Optional AD&D Yes Yes

Health Insurance Yes Yes

Short-Term Disability Yes Yes

Long-Term Disability Yes Yes

Parental Leave Yes Yes

Retirement Yes Yes

Employee Stock Purchase Plan Yes Yes

Time Away From Work Yes Yes

Sick Time Program Yes Yes

Fitness Benefit Yes Yes

Holidays Yes Yes

Bereavement Yes Yes

Business Travel Accident Yes Yes

Benefits U.S. Canada

Employee Assistance Program Yes Yes

Health Savings Account Yes Yes

Dental Insurance Yes Yes

Vision Insurance Yes Yes

Pet Insurance Yes Yes

Flexible Spending Account Yes Yes

Backup Child Care Yes No

Adoption Reimbursement Yes Yes

Home/Auto Insurance Yes Yes

Critical Illness Insurance Plan Yes Yes

Hospitalization Indemnity Plan Yes No

Accident Insurance Plan Yes No

Legal Plan Yes Yes

Dave McKay Volunteer Day Yes Yes

Scholarship Program Yes Yes

Ergonomics Assessments Yes Yes

17. APPENDIX - 1/5
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Policies and principles

Anti-corruption policy

Anti-fraud standards

Code of conduct

Corporate records retention policy

Delegation of authority policy

Disclosure policy

Human rights statement 

Insider trading and tipping policy

Modern slavery statement

Sanctions compliance policy 

Supplier code of conduct

Governance

Size of board 10

Number of independent directors 8

Percentage of directors who are independent 80%

Fully independent committees Yes

Independent lead director Yes

Average age of directors 59

Average director tenure 4.2

Mandatory retirement age No

Number of female directors 4

Number of ethnically diverse directors 1

Number of board and committee meetings in 2021 26

Number of directors attending less than 80% of meetings in 2021 0

Periodic executive sessions Yes

Annual election of directors19 Yes

Majority voting in director elections20 In process

Poison pill No

Stockholder ability to call special meeting No

Stockholder right to act by written consent No

Compensation recovery (“clawback”) policy Yes

Annual say-on-pay vote Yes

Stock ownership guidelines for directors and executive officers Yes

Corporate governance guidelines Yes

Director “overboarding” guidelines Yes

Related person transactions policy Yes

Annual board and committee evaluations Yes

New director orientation program Yes

Anti-corruption policy Yes

Anti-fraud standards Yes

Corporate records retention policy Yes

Delegation of authority policy Yes

Disclosure policy Yes

Insider trading and tipping policy Yes

Sanctions compliance policy Yes

17. APPENDIX - 2/5

https://www.ceridian.com/company/corporate/code-conduct
https://www.ceridian.com/Ceridian/media/Files/Ceridian-Human-Rights-Statement.pdf
https://www.ceridian.com/Ceridian/media/Files/Ceridian-Modern-Slavery-statement.pdf
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Trust

Data security

At Ceridian, we believe that effective security 
detection and response depends upon the 
deployment of analytics, automation, and highly 
skilled professionals . We know that strong data 
governance and data-centric security are also 
critical to maintaining our already high levels of 
compliance, privacy, and customer protection . 
To combat a rising number of data security 
threats and an enhanced level of sophistication, 
we have identified six priority areas to drive 
performance in the intermediate term:

Certifications and attestations

Ceridian’s data security program closely aligns 
with a variety of industry standard frameworks . 
This is reinforced by a requirement to have 
independent reviews of our supporting controls . 
The following certifications and attestations are in 
place for Dayforce:

ISO/IEC 27017

ISO/IEC 27018

ISO/IEC 270136

NIST 800-171

SOC 1 Type 1

SOC 2 Type 2

17. APPENDIX - 3/5

Advanced analytics and automation

Safeguarding data across our cloud applications and endpoints starts with understanding the data . 
Our advanced analytics enable automated processes and improve our data security capabilities .

Cybersecurity global operating model

Our cybersecurity program, including the underpinning policies and standards, applies to all business 
entities and technology products across the globe . Applying this consistent framework bolsters confidence 
in our data protection practices for our entire customer base .

Risk-aware workforce

Equipping our employees with the proper education through ongoing security awareness training is 
essential to our practice . Reducing the risk of social engineering and phishing is of paramount importance 
in today’s cyber landscape .

Best-in-class product security

Security and privacy by design are at the core of our product development life cycle . Beginning with 
ideation all the way to implementation, security and privacy are completely embedded into our research 
and development processes .

Strong data governance

Managing data throughout the entire life cycle is a core business objective . This includes strong data 
retention policies and practices, as well as enabling customers to self-manage their data .

Global cybersecurity capabilities

Establishing maturity across our global cybersecurity capabilities underpins our ability to safeguard 
the identity of users (privacy) and safeguard sensitive data (security) .
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17. APPENDIX - 4/5

Privacy

Privacy is the number one concern for a wide 
range of our stakeholders—including partners, 
customers, and their employees—and we 
take our responsibilities as a data controller, 
data processor, and product developer very 
seriously . That is why we have developed 
and implemented a robust intermediate-term 
strategy to meet their understandably high 
expectations . This involves prioritizing the 
following workstreams .

External Notices

Clear policies, guidance, and procedures

Ongoing workforce training and communication to ensure an always-on privacy mindset

Data inventory management and Privacy by Design assessments

Ongoing monitoring of privacy posture and risk

Integration of metrics and scorecards

Robust third-party processor management

B2B customer management

Process to enable individual rights 

↗ Global privacy statement ↗ Cookie statement ↗ Biometric statement

https://www.ceridian.com/privacy
https://www.ceridian.com/privacy/cookie-notice
https://www.ceridian.com/privacy/biometric-notice
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Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)

Effective enterprise risk management is a critical 
component of Ceridian’s success . Through 
application of our Risk Framework and the 
continuous identification and assessment 
of risk, Ceridian seeks to ensure that our 
business can proactively quantify exposures 
and take remedial action when required . Risk 
identification and analysis is used as a basis 
for decision-making and accountability at all 
relevant organizational levels and to drive value 
to the organization holistically . Ceridian’s ERM 
program consists of two primary components: 
the Framework and the Process .

The Framework, primarily based on the COSO 
Enterprise Risk Management Framework, is the 
foundation for Ceridian’s ERM strategy and is 
designed for managing risk on an ongoing basis . 
It guides the overall structure and operation of 
ERM at a corporate level, and defines our risk 
impact categories, key risk areas (KRAs), and 
risk scoring and tolerance . 

The Process is our method of identifying, 
analyzing, and mitigating risks, including risk 
assessment and risk monitoring capability . 
Through both, we manage five key risk categories:

We continually evaluate enterprise-level 
risks and related business risks across four 
dimensions: likelihood, severity, detectability, 
and velocity . Once risks have been identified, 
analyzed, and evaluated, the appropriate risk 
treatment is applied in response . Treatment 
options include:

This work is overseen by our senior vice 
president for Enterprise Risk Management 
in coordination with Ceridian’s Risk Steering 
Committee, which is comprised of leaders from 
more than 12 key business units .The function’s 
intermediate-term priorities include:

Ongoing cross-functional evaluation and 
prioritization of “top risks” at the enterprise 
level to ensure accuracy of Ceridian’s risk 
profile

Quarterly discussions around emerging and 
significant risk exposures

Reviewing and identifying of mitigation 
strategies, along with action to mitigate in a 
timely manner

Ongoing review of Ceridian’s ERM program 
and opportunities for continual improvement 
and maturation

Compliance

Financial

Operational

Reputational

Strategic/Growth

Accept

Mitigate

Monitor

Transfer

Withdraw
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Contact us

responsibility@ceridian .com

ceridian .com/corporateresponsibility

3311 East Old Shakopee Road
Minneapolis, MN 55425-1640
Phone: (952) 853-8100

18. ABOUT THE REPORT - 1/1

About the report 

Reporting year and scope

Unless otherwise specified, this report focuses 
primarily on activities during calendar year 2021 . 
All references to a “year" refer to calendar years .  
Ceridian’s fiscal years coincide with calendar 
years; therefore, information relating to financial 
performance is referring to calendar and fiscal 
years, which are the same .

Unless otherwise specified, the scope of this 
report refers to the entirety of Ceridian’s global 
business operations . Ceridian has acquired a 
number of companies over the past few years, 
including Riteq in 2019, Excelity in 2020, and 
Adam HCM, Ascender, DataFuzion assets, 
and Ideal in 2021, among others . Wherever 
applicable, data from their activity is included 
from their acquisition date onward . In several 
sections, information is presented relating only 
to Ceridian’s U .S . companies and those are 
referenced accordingly . 

Third-party assurance

Ceridian engaged Bureau Veritas for third-party 
verification of our Scope 1, 2, and partial Scope 
3 emissions for 2019, 2020, and 2021 . Three 
Scope 3 categories were included—Purchased 
Goods and Services, Business Travel, and 
Employee Commuting . The firm completed 
its “limited assurance” verification in March 
2022, and a copy of its letter is available in this 
report’s appendix .

Forward-looking statements

This report contains forward-looking 
statements that involve a number of risks and 
uncertainties . Statements that are not historical 
facts, including statements regarding our 
expectations, hopes, intentions, or strategies 
regarding the future, are forward-looking 
statements . Forward-looking statements 
are based on management's beliefs, as well 
as assumptions made by, and information 
currently available to, management . Because 
such statements are based on expectations as 
to future financial and operating results and 
are not statements of fact, actual results may 
differ materially from those projected . We 
undertake no obligation to update any forward-
looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events, or otherwise .

About Ceridian

Ceridian is a global human capital management 
(HCM) software company . Dayforce, our flagship 
cloud HCM platform, provides human resources, 
payroll, benefits, workforce management, and talent 
management capabilities in a single solution . Our 
platform helps you manage the entire employee 
life cycle, from recruiting and onboarding, to paying 
people and developing their careers . Ceridian 
provides solutions for organizations of all sizes, from 
small businesses to global organizations .

Makes Work Life Better™

Ceridian’s brand promise is “Makes Work Life 
Better™ .” It is our purpose, and it embodies who 
we are, what we believe, and what we stand for . 
We live our promise and purpose by aiming to 
improve the work lives of our customers, their 
employees, and our own teams at Ceridian every 
day and with everything we do .

http://www.Ceridian.com/corporatere-responsibility
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Use of non-GAAP financial measures

We use certain non-GAAP financial measures 
in this report, including Dayforce recurring 
revenue per customer, cloud revenue retention 
rate, and cloud annual recurring revenue (ARR) . 
We believe that cloud revenue retention rate 
and cloud ARR, non-GAAP financial measures, 
are useful to management and investors as 
supplemental measures to evaluate our overall 
operating performance . Our use of these 
terms may not be comparable to similarly titled 
measures of other companies in our industry 
and are not measures of performance calculated 
in accordance with GAAP . Each of these 
measures has important limitations as analytical 
tools, and you should not consider them in 
isolation or as substitutes for analysis of our 
results as reported under GAAP .

Our Dayforce recurring revenue per customer is 
an indicator of the average size of our Dayforce 
recurring customer . To calculate Dayforce 
recurring revenue per customer, we start with 
Dayforce recurring revenue, excluding Ascender 
and Adam HCM, on a constant currency basis 
by applying the same exchange rate to all 
comparable periods for the trailing 12 months 
and exclude float revenue, the impact of 
lower employment levels due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, and Ascender and Adam HCM 
revenue . This amount is divided by the number 
of live Dayforce customers at the end of the 

trailing 12-month period, excluding Ascender 
and Adam HCM . We set quarterly targets for 
Dayforce recurring revenue per customer 
and monitor progress toward those targets 
on a quarterly basis . Our Dayforce recurring 
revenue per customer may fluctuate as a result 
of a number of factors, including the number 
of live Dayforce customers and the number of 
customers purchasing the full HCM suite . We 
have not reconciled the Dayforce recurring 
revenue per customer because there is no 
directly comparable GAAP financial measure . 

We derive the majority of our cloud revenues 
from recurring fees, primarily per-employee-
per-month subscription charges . We also 
derive recurring revenue from fees related to 
the rental and maintenance of clocks, charges 
for once-a-year services, such as year-end 
tax statements, and investment income on our 
customer funds before such funds are remitted 
to taxing authorities, customer employees, or 
other third parties . To calculate cloud ARR, 
we start with recurring revenue at year-end, 
excluding revenue from Ascender and Adam 
HCM, subtract the once-a-year charges, 
annualize the revenue for customers live for less 
than a full year to reflect the revenue that would 
have been realized if the customer had been 
live for a full year, and add back the once-a-
year charges . We set annual targets for cloud 

ARR and monitor progress toward those targets 
on a quarterly basis . We have not reconciled 
the cloud ARR because there is no directly 
comparable GAAP financial measure .

Our annual cloud revenue retention rate 
measures the percentage of revenues that 
we retain from our existing cloud customers . 
We use this revenue retention rate as an 
indicator of customer satisfaction and future 
revenues . We calculate the annual cloud 
revenue retention rate as a percentage, 
excluding Ascender and Adam HCM, where the 
numerator is the cloud ARR for the prior year, 
less the cloud ARR from lost cloud customers 
during that year, and the denominator is the 
cloud ARR for the prior year . We set annual 
targets for cloud revenue retention rate and 
monitor progress toward those targets on a 
quarterly basis by reviewing known customer 
losses and anticipated future customer losses . 
Our cloud revenue retention rate may fluctuate 
as a result of a number of factors, including the 
mix of cloud solutions used by customers, the 
level of customer satisfaction, and changes in 
the number of users live on our cloud solutions . 
We have not reconciled the annual cloud 
revenue retention rate because there is no 
directly comparable GAAP financial measure . 
For more information, please reference our 
public filings with the SEC .

GAAP - 1/1
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Notes

1 Excluding the 2021 acquisitions of Ascender and Adam HCM .

2 Excluding the 2021 acquisitions of Ascender and Adam HCM .

3 This is a non-GAAP measure; refer to non-GAAP measures section . Excluding the 2021 acquisitions of 
Ascender and Adam HCM .

4	 A	material	breach	is	defined	as	a	security	event	in	which	an	unauthorized	third	party	obtains	access	to	
personal data and that has a material impact on Ceridian's business .

5 Although this data does not currently include employees from recently acquired companies such as Ascender, 
they will be incorporated in the coming year .

6 Excluding employees from ecently acquired companies Excelity, Ascender, and Adam HCM .

7 A material breach is defined as a security event in which an unauthorized third party obtains access to 
personal data and that has a material impact on Ceridian's business .

8 Senior management roles are defined as vice president level and above . Although this data does not 
currently include employees from recently acquired companies Excelity, Ascender, and Adam HCM, they 
will be incorporated in the coming year .

9 Management roles are defined as manager level and above . At Ceridian, URM (underrepresented 
minorities) are defined as Black and African American, Hispanic and Latino, American Indian and Alaska 
Native, and Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander .

10 Using DEI Intelligence is defined as using the Recruiting module and having our DEI Intelligence 
functionality selected .

11 The scope of Ceridian’s operations for this goal currently excludes recently acquired companies Excelity 
and Ascender . They were not part of Ceridian in the baseline year 2019, which was selected because it 
comes closest to a normal state for business operations and activity .

12 This reduction was significantly impacted by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic .

13 A material breach is defined as a security event in which an unauthorized third party obtains access to 
personal data and that has a material impact on Ceridian's business .

14 Senior management roles are defined as vice president level and above . Although this data does not 
currently include employees from recently acquired companies Excelity, Ascender, and Adam HCM, they 
will be incorporated in the coming year .

15 Management roles are defined as manager level and above . At Ceridian, URM (underrepresented 
minorities) are defined as Black and African American, Hispanic and Latino, American Indian and Alaska 
Native, and Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander .

16 Although this data does not currently include employees from recently acquired companies such as 
Ascender, they will be incorporated in the coming year .

17 Using DEI Intelligence is defined as using the Recruiting module and having our DEI Intelligence 
functionality selected .

18 The scope of Ceridian’s operations for this goal currently exclude recently acquired companies Excelity 
and Ascender . They were not part of Ceridian in the baseline year 2019 .

19	In	2021,	we	began	to	sunset	our	classified	board	structure	over	three	years	in	favor	of	annual	elections;	this	
will be complete in 2024 .

20 We will be moving to a majority voting standard for director elections by no later than the 2024 Annual 
Stockholders Meeting .

NOTES - 1/1
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At Ceridian, we create innovative technology that organizations 

around	the	world	use	to	attract,	develop,	manage,	and	pay	

their people . Our award-winning Dayforce solution helps our 

customers	manage	compliance,	make	better	decisions,	build	great	

teams, and drive engagement with their employees . Ceridian has 

solutions for organizations of all sizes .

Ceridian. Intelligence at work.

ceridian.com

http://www.ceridian.com

